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I. X952 Operations

A. Summary of 1952 Operations to Date 

(1) The Identity (1) Defection Case was discussed only briefly, since all
• phases of this activity, which was unsuccessful, have been covered,
previously in reports.

(2) Apple Tree Team. This is the ENCASTING team, known to the MUHL'S as a
DYCLEMATIS Mission. This team, considered far superior to any other yet
infiltrated, went into the country on May 1. Three members, 6LERO4ETER,
ENPUTL(G, and ADVISE) came out on June 15 after completing their part
of the mission, which was to male high level contacts. Wit contact has
been maintained with the three team members still in KMWAAHOO, and it is
hoped to resupply them with a larger radio set in August. It is known
that the team has established contact with at least 12 sympathizers,
including one Army officer.

(3) Willow Team. This three.-man team went into the country on June 14
and came out on July 9, after establishing a chain of dead letter drops
for intelligence to be picked up in future infiltrations. They brought
out some valuable information, newspapers, currency, postage stamps,
and stationery, as well as definite confirmation that the HTGRUBBY is
being heard. In this connection, the team reported that there is a
demand and need for small radio sets.

When the Willow Team exfiltrated they brought out a KMWAAHOO peasant
Who had been of assistance to the team and was forced to flee for his
life. Because of the man's lack of information, interrogation proved
practically fruitless. He is now at QKDIMPLE.)

(4) Pine Tree Team. This team was infiltrated on May 18 0 1951, exfiltrated
to TPROACH in October, and came back to LCFLAKE on June 26, 1952. While
not considered particularly successful, the team did bring out some
valuable information about KMSTRIDE, TPROACH activities, names of
friends and enemies within KMWAAHOO, etc. They reported that KMSTRIDE

' has attempted to make contact with HTNEIGH but has been blocked by
the TPROACH Government. They also reported that members of Red One
Team, now in TPROACH, are not to be trusted. They confirmed the fact
that HTGRUBBY is being heard.

(When this team exfiltrated to LCFLAKE the team leader did not divulge
all the intelligence he had gathered until pressure was applied. It
is thought that this man was working primarily for C	 .	 0
and that his allegiance to HTNEIGH was secondary.
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B. Operations Planned for the Remainder of the Year.

(Planned operations are held up pending operational clearance from ZRMETAL).

(1) Willow Team. Beginning about August 15, this team will re-infiltrate
every six or eight weeks to pick up intelligence material gathered for them
by sympathizers within the country and deposited in the letterdrops
established during their first mission.

(2) Cedar Team. This team, which left its base on July 21, is waiting at the
frontier to be infiltrated. They will go to the Identity (2) area to
attempt to carry out a mission similar to that of Willow: Establishing a
system of letter drops which they can service from time to time, locating
a safe area for the establishment of a permanent W/T base, recruiting
guides for future teams, reporting on the reaction to parcel and leaflet
drops.

(3) Lightning Team. When clearance has been granted by ZRMETAL, this team will
infiltrate	 a coup de main missions specifically, to liquidate a
KMWAAHOO who was responsible for the killing of some resistance fighters
in 1951. This was given considerable publicity by the LYCEUM radios

Fig Tree Team. This team has been formed by one of the members of the
Apple Tree Team who came out on Jane 15. He volunteered to re-infiltrate
and establish a permanent radio base north of Identity (3). He will also
investigate the possibility of defection of high level Army and political
people.

SecondIRNCASTING Mission.. We are ready to service such a team if and when
RNCASTINGIsupplies the man. Their mission will be to organize resistance
forces within the country and report on the possibilities of large scale
defection in Army and political circles. RNPUTLOGtis being held to go
with this group, since he is considered too valuable for the Lightning
assignment. The activity will be' known to the MCROWNS as another
"DYCLEMATIS Mission". A WIT operator will be supplied from LCDRINK.

Personnel

A. ZRELOPEIBoulder Program Candidates 

Until the question of reorganizing and broadening HTNEIGH has been settled
it will be difficult to recommend high calibre men for this training because
of the fact that political party leaders in HTNEIGH want to protect their
strength by keeping loyal followers within reaCh. This applies to Identities
4 and 5 in TPCREDO, who have been mentioned as possible candidates.

Identity (6), now in
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Identity (6), now in QKWAFER and recommended by c:	 .1 for ZRELOPE training,
will be withdrawn as a candidate so that he will be available to 	 i for

' work on HTGRUBBY.

A list of seven possible candidates has been submitted by JBPARSON, ZRELOPE
officials are not inclined to accept Identity (7) personnel, but it is felt
that they would do so if the men were kept in other surroundings for a time
before reporting for training,

ZRELOPE will not accept personnel residing in HTCURIO because of immigration
regulations. There are also other restrictions which make it difficult
to select suitable candidates, such as the necessity for proficiency in
either the German or French language. However, it is not believed that
there is an age limit. While the program is exclusively political indoctri-
nation, it is not felt that ZRELOPE officials would object to accepting can-
didates who have military backgrounds, even if it was planned to use those
men in a military capacity later.

Biographical data was submitted on a man, now in the Middle East, at the
time (6) (mentioned above) was recommended. This man could be sent to
ZRELOPE at any, time. (Records on this candidate were left in TPCREDO, and

Dcould not recall his name.)

Radnor mentioned an intelligent KMWAAHOO by the name of (8), a brother of
who is employed by HTGRUBBY,as a possible candidate,

/ suggested a man by the name of (9) in LCDRINK who might be con-
sidered unless his age, 56, would eliminate him.

This matter was left on the following basis: LCDRINK will screen and submit
the name of one candidate; 	 will screen and submit the names of two
candidates.

B. Transfer of C.	Jto BGTOMI: Replacement of 1	 in LCDRINK 

It was agreed that C	 will be transferred to BGTOWN as soon as a
suitable replacement can be located to take over his assignment in LCDRINK.

It is proposed that the HTNEIGH work now being performed by 	 i by dele-
gated to a committee and c	 s replacement be concerned exclusively with
the editorial operation of HTGRUBBY.

The TPCREDO station is to continue its efforts to find a suitable replacement
for Uridge and advise LCDRINK as soon as possible,

C. Kaempfer t s Trip

For some time Kaempfer has tried to arrange a trip to TPCREDO, presumably for
the purpose of discussing with other political leaders the proposed re-
organization and broadening of HTNEIGH. Since it is known that LCFLAKE
officials are displeased with Kaempfer t s behavior (he has written letters
slandering the LCFLAKES and favoring collaboration with the TPROACHES
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as a means of liberating KKWAAH00), it is felt that it will be best for all
concerned to get him out of LCFLAKE permanently.

(In view of postponement by headquarters on broadening discussions, it was
decided after this meeting was adjourned to give Kaempfer permission to
leave LCFLAKE at any time,)

D. Assignment of (	 )to Temporary Duty in TFCREDO

It was agreed that<	 )will proceed to TPCREDO when he can be spared for
several weeks of temporary duty. c	 is being sent for the purpose of
shadowing members of HTNEIGH Who collaborate with BGFIEND representatives
but Who are not completely trusted in the conduct of their activities. It
is felt that a spot check on their conduct from time to time will be valuable
in assisting TP(REDO BGFIEND personnel in keeping them in line.

)is being assigned to TPCREDO on TDY because the DYCLEMATIS station
there is unable to supply an operative.

E. Arrival of Malament)and Whiffen )inHTEXOTIC:	 )Conducting of  Malament
and Whiffen )

?will proceed to HTEXOTIC on or about August 3 2 where he will accompany
MalaMent and Whiffen)on the conducted tour of JBPARSON, if C 	 )4s work
load in TPCREDO is such that he can be absent from that station for a few days.

F. C	 ) Meeting with Identity (10) in HTEXOTIC

Recently it was reported that SGGRIND political adviser (10), stationed in
HTEXOTIC, was probably responsible for many of the blunders SGGRIND has made
in airing programs taped by KMWAAHOOS outside HTNEIGH. It was suggested by
RNBALDER (SGGRIND representatiNe in TPCREDO) that it would be well for
to discuss these matters directly with (10). 6 	 *) reported
that it was not his belief that (10), or (11) in BGTOWN, were entirely
responsible, but it was agreed that no harm would be done by C. 	 )ts
discussing the situation with (10), if and when he is in HTEXOTIC early in
August.

Propaganda

A. HTGRUBBY

It has been definitely established from reports by Pine and Willow Teams
that the radio is audible in KMWAAHOO, but it is impossible to measure its
effectiveness because the people now coming out of the country are peasants
who have had no radios.

The principle difficulties in operating the HTGRUBBY are (1) the lack of
recent, authentic information from within the country (one reason for the
lack of intelligence is the fact that the flow of refugees into LCFLAKE is
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now at the rate of only about 25% what it was last year) and (2) the
problem of obtaining the high level personnel to write the editorial
material. Another problemis that of maintaining the enthusiasm of the
personnel over a long period of time. It was suggested that the latter
might be solved by rotating QKPALING and HTGRUBBY writers if the necessary
visa arrangements could be made in KMULCER and LCFLAKE.

The technical operation of the radio is smoother than it has ever been.
An antenna has been improved; a transmitter has been *proved; and the
season is favorable for broadcasting.

QKPALING now carries a regular column on HTGRUBBY.

B. Leaflets

The symbol, with instructions for its use, has been delivered.

The radio leaflet has been produced and will probably be dropped on 26 July.

The reserve stock of drop material consists only of symbol stickers, some
odds and ends left over from previous drops, and miniature editions of
QKPALING.

At the request of the MICROWNS, two leaflets have been written in TPCREDO.
The first, dealing with the seven years of broken promises of the Murat
regime, has been sent to BGBIDDY. The second, which compares the Identity
(12) "Bill of Rights" with a recent LYCEUM decree against Saboteurs, will be
sent to BGBIDDY and LCDPINK as soon as the KMWAAHOO translation:has been
completed.

It was agreed that the broadening of HTNEIGH, if it is accomplished, would
be excellent material for a leaflet. Also, a special leaflet can be pre-
pared in LCDRINK as soon as the coup de main mission has been accomplished
by the Lightning Team.

)will discuss with C	 in BGBIDDY the importance of making
leaflets uniform - using the symbol as an. overprint on all leaflets, etc.

It was agreed that this is not a propitious time to institute the passive,
or negative, resistance campaign because there is no organization within
KMWAAHOO to give it impetus. It was agreed that the dropping of symbol
stencils and chalk Should also be postponed for the same reason.

C. QKPAL;NG and KMBUMPSY

These two activities are handicapped by the same problem which faces the
HTGRUBBY - shortage of news. It was suggested that headquarters authority
advise the field about the possibility of getting permission to use
classified material as a basis for propaganda articles. If granted,

)and (.	 )would be responsible for preparing news material which
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could be passed along to the propaganda arms for inclusion in their broadcast
and printed material*

Another difficulty is that of trying to keep the two publications from be-
coming stereotyped. The KMWAAHOO editorial writers are prone to write the
same type of articles in one issue after the other.

WHIMSY, publication of which was discontinued for about forty-five days
because the KMULCERS are tightening up on the printing of clandestine material,
has now been granted a . license by the KMULCER authorities and has resumed
publication.

D. SGGRIND broadcasts

BRAIDER, TPCREDO representative for SGGRIND, has agreed to allow HTNEIGH
to make a weekly 15-minute broadcast. (Toils, of coarse, will have to be
approved by SGGRIND headquarters in BGTOWN).

) 4 a member of the Executive Committee who enjoys speaking on
the radio ) has been chosen as the regular commentator. Recordings will be made
in TPCREDO each week and sent to HTEXOTIC for broadcast.

E. BGFIEND-VALUABLE Relations in TPCREDO

'The relationship between ENIUMPIT, the DTETHYL representative, and -CI_	 --a
are very satisfactory to(	 _ )insofar as propaganda is concerned. The
two representatives alternate the Chairmanship of the Propaganda Committee,
RNIUMPIT ) acting as Chairman one month,	 -) the next.

ENLUMPIT has never written any leaflet material or articles for the newspaper
or bulletin, but this works to C 	 Pa advantage, since it allows him to
control the material. ENLUMPIT)is an excellent rewrite man and does much of
the final editing .of news articles.

Insofar as the political relationship between BGFIEND and VALUABLE in TPCREDO
is concerned, the situation is the same as it has alwayi been.

)outlined the QKFERVOR chain of command in TPCREDO, which will be
covered in a dispatch.

IV. HTNEIGH - Tn.=

A. Reorganization and Broadening of HTNEIGH
	 July 24, 1952

(1) In order that all those in attendance might be fully conversant with
HTNEIGH political situation, its background andaims were reviewed.
The following points were brought out in this review.

(a) HTNEIGH was created
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(a) HTNEIGH was created for the purpose of establishing an instrument
through which the DTETYRYIS and ourselves could work to accomplish
KMWAAHOO's liberation.

(b) Through no fault of VALUABLE/BGFIEUD or the HTNEIGH, the timetable
originally visualized to accomplish DIKAAHOO t s liberation has pro-
jected itself over a longer period than that visualized by HTNEIGH
participants.

(c) The prolongation of the relatively short program visualized by
HTNEIGH participants has led to individual and party political
activities aimed toward increasing the political strength of in-
dividuals and parties, which has led to disunity within the HTNEIGH
and increased activity on the part of groups outside HTNEIGH which
do not share in the backing being received from the PBPRIMES.

(d) A majority of the elements within HTNEIGH appear to favor the
cessation of political recruiting and the entry of worthy elements
outside HTNEIGH to strengthen its ranks and bring unity among as
Many exile factions as possible, The XNMALEDICTS, believed to be
strongly supported by the DTETHYLS, do not, however, favor such a
program.

(e) It appears that from the very outset HTNEIGH (insofar as the poli-
tical body is concerned) has been largely controlled by the
XNEAIEDICT, which actually represents a minority within the HTNEIGH
organization.

(r) It appears that the XNEALEDICTS and the DTETHYLS have strayed a
considerable distance from the original aims of HTNEIGH and
VALUABLE/BGFIEND. The XNMAIEDICTS appear to be devoting the major
share of their effort toward establishing themselves as the post-
Murat government of KMWAAHOO. The ZRCROWNS appear to be actively
engaged in supporting this effort, for these reasons:

lA They see the danger of increased PBPRIME prestige, if HTNEIGH
is broadened to include elements not now participating in the
HTNEIGH effort and a resulting decrease in ZRCROWN prestige.

2. It is believed that the IRCROWNS view the problem politically as
a contest between Keevil on the one hand and bipartisan interests

•	 led by RNCASTING on the other.

1, It is believed that the DTETHYLS have attempted to merge their
ICT sympathizers with CI I3and that they have been

rebuffed. All evidence now indicates that the ZR(ROWNS, aided
by the XVNALEDICTS, are attempting to sway certain RNCASTING
followers and would-be RNCASTING followers not to join in any
coalition led bv(RNCASTING. It thus appears that the IRCROWN
failure with C-__-7and their current effort to win friends and
would-be friends of RNCASTINC)has made it all-important that

" HTNEIGH remain in
LLIH_L_br _3 .,),TILS
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HTNEIGH remain in its present state, at least for the time
being or until the ZRCROWNS can construct safeguards to
keep HTNEIGH from becoming pro-PBPRIME and possibly pro-
RNCASTINg.

(g) From the PBPRIME point of view it appears that the center-of-road
policy being followed results only in financing the ZRCROWN and
XNMALEDICT program.

(n) As of this date, it appears the XNMAIEDICT (professor group) would
withdraw from HTNEIGH, if forced to accept a broadening which would
result in an improvement of the PBPRIME position and a weakening of
the ZRCROWN-XNMALEDIGT status.

(2) If the foregoing is true and the ZRCROWNS and A 	 mPICTS look beyond
the day of KKWAAHOO t s liberation, PBPRIIME, in order to protect its
own position, would appear to be faced with the necessity of:

(a) Defining its wants;

(b) Mapping a program to attain these ends; and

(c) Determining what price the PBPR1MES will have to pay (not only
financially but in lost friendships) to attain these ends.

(3) The answer to the first part of the problem is a KMWAAHOO government
with pro-PBPRINE sympathies.

(4) Based upon all the facts available for consideration, it appears that
the PBPR1MES can best attain this end by pursuing one of two courses:

(a) Broaden HTNEIGH to create a greater pro-PBPRIME majority, with
stringent by-laws in which all elements within HTNEIGH would
agree to abide by decisions determined by the practice of
democratic principles; or

(b) Work independently in a clandestine fashion, not only with
CASTING)but with Keevil as well, to place PBBRIIME in a more

favorable position with these interests than that enjoyed by
the ZRCROWNS.

(5) It is the feeling of the field personnel dealing with HTNEIGH problems
from day to day that a combinAtion of both courses should be followed.
The only matter to be decided, in the opinion of the field group, is the
extent to which each course should be followed, Which, it is felt, can
only be determined by the price the PBPRIMES are willing to pay - a
possible walkout by the KNMADEDICTS or elements within XNMALEDICT and the
creation of friction with our ZRCROWN partners at the HTNEIGH political

P SEGIIE

(6) The field group
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(6) The field group views the situation as follows:

(a) The total strength of the XNMALEDICT group in exile is believed to
number no more than 200 active refugees available for HTNEIGH duty.
Of this number, less than half are now in JBPARSON. The other half
is scattered throughout Europe and the Middle East. (These figures
were borne out recently when a survey of KMWAAHOO personnel avail-
able for HTNEIGH assignments was made byc	 ) in the hope that
another Identity (7) could be created. C	 ) was able to raise
approximately 100 candidates; the HTMELLONS furnished more than a
sufficient number to man an entire Identity (7); the XNMALEDICTS
could only come up with 36 names.) Of these 200 men it is believed
that no more than 75 would withdraw from HTNEIGH and the number
would probably be considerably less in the event Malament decided
to remain within HTNEIGH and break with the professor group.
Indications are that this is quite possible.

(b) Assuming that the XNMALEIDICT left HTNEIGH, the field group does not
see any place they could go. They are on most unfriendly terms with
the LCFLAKES, and BGFIEND/TPCRFIR) has been informed by KMULCER officials
that they are only tolerated in KMULCER bemuse they live under the
protection of HTNEIGH, and it does not seem likely that Keevil would
welcome them without PBPRIME or IRCROWN backing. According to re-
ports, as already stated, Keevil is said to have rebuffed ZRCROWN
approaches. It is also believed that the ZRCROWNS would not back
the XNMALEDICTS to the degree that it would re present a force to be
reckoned with. To begin with, conversations c_	 .DP has had with the
ZRCROWNS indicate that they are well aware of the XNMALEDICTS true
strength and, in the second place, it seems unlikely that the
ZRCROWNS would have the funds available to compete with the many and
varied activities now conducted by HTNEIGH, in which practically the
entire cost is borne by the PBPR1MES.

(0) Thus, it appears that, while the MICROWNS would bring all possible
pressure to bear on the PBPRIMES, they would probably remain in the
VALUABLE/BGFIEND set-up even though the XNMALEDICTS withdrew. 	 •

(7) It is therefore the conclusion of the field that reorganization and
broadening of HTNEIGH should be pushed to a final conclusion without
any let-up in the activity until the desired ends are accomplished. To
be sure ) certain concessions will have to be made and certain waiting
periods will have to be sweated out in the process, but it is recommended
that under no circumstances should the pressure be lifted at any time.
Since higher headquarters has decreed that no activity should be conducted
in this respect at this time which might cause a breakup of HTNEIGH,
Gallogly has been instructed to follow the course outlined below:

(a) He is to return to TPCREDO immediately and undertake the reorganization
of HTNEIGH along the lines agreed to by the PBPRIMES and the
ZRCROWNS at the March meeting in BGBIDDY.

r	 3- ),9
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(b) Meanwhile headquarters has been asked to grant C 	 lpermission
to undertake the broadening previously agreed upon, with the
understanding that such a broadening might well result in a
temporary chaotic situation but which all evidence, as stated
above, leads the field to believe will result in a broader, stronger,
more pro-PBPRINE HTNLIGH.

(c) C	 ) has been instructed to size up the broadening prospects
and estimate the actual possible eventualities, based upon his ex-
perience resulting from the reorganization discussions, and to
furnish this estimate to headquarters.

(d) Upon receipt of this information, if headquarters is reluctant
to proceed with the broadening, it has been requested that(_
be called to ZRMETAL to present personally facts, figures, and other
evidence in hand.

B. Activities of BGPREF1X

According to information available, three of the eight teams sent into
KMWAAHOO by the TPROACHES during the month of June were led by BGPREFIX
elements. Beyond this little is known about the political relationship be-
tween BGPREFIX and the TPROACHES except that DYCLEMATIS reported earlier this
month that a TPROACH envoy visited TPCREDO, where he met BGPREFIX leaders and
reportedly sought to promote a solid relationship.

Insofar as BGPREF1X views toward HTNEIGH are concerned, interests friendly
with that group believe the BGPREFIX would welcome entry into HTNEIGH, if
invited to participate.

Activities of HTNEIGH Political Parties and Personalities 

This overall situation is summarized in the reorganization and broadening
discussions. However, several points of interest follow:

(1) The IRCROWNS are attempting to drive a wedge between RNCASTING,and
), and it appears there will be a good chance that RNLUMPIT's

effort in this will backfire. RNLUMPIT has spread the rumor in HTNEIGH
circles that RNCASTING)is not fond of C 	 ) and is using him only be-
cause of his strength in the Identity (13) and will probably drop him
should he be fortunate enough to return as the head of a KMWAAHOO
Government.

(2) There are continued rumors that all is not well within XNMALEDICT and
that some of the elements resent the '6, 	 )dictatorship, This has not
resulted in open rebellion, and every effort is being made by the
professor group to discipline some of the ring leaders involved in the
dissension.

(3) Political party

gr a ? a 3 .49
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(3) Political party recruiting is being conducted at an ever-increasing tempo.
This resulted in a riot at QKDIMPLE and will probably manifest itself
in other forms unless such recruiting practices are stopped. It is
likely that such practices will be stopped, however, until HTNEIGH is
broadened to the degree that more than two major political parties share
in the backing provided by the PBPRIMES.

D. HTNEIGH and Current BGFIEND Operations

No information Whatsoever has been given to HTNEIGH leaders concerning
BGFIEND 1952 operations,. However, rumors are now reaChing the TPCREDO
BGFIEND staff to the effect that the PBPRIMES are working directly with
RNCASTING.

V. ZRCROWN Activities

A. In KMULCER

The DTETHYLS have made no change in policy in KMULCER except that RNLUMPIT
is probably even more active on the political front than his predecessor,
Warren K. Straus. RNLUMPIT and(	 ?still maintain very fine relations
in spite of the fact that RNLUMPIT'is active in trying to sabotage the
PBPRIME effort to reorganize and broaden HTNEIGH.

B. In LCFLAKE 

The VALUABLE activity in LCTLAKE is still conducted as a .one man operation,
and BMW maintains most excellent relations with RNPOSTAL, the VALUABLE
representative.

C. In TPROACH

The only information available regarding the DTETHYLS activities in TPROACH
is the reported presence of Identity (14) in Identity (15), Where he is
reportedly in contact with KMWAAHOO refugees, the DYCLEMATIS report on the
meeting between Identity (16) and Keevil, and a report that the ZRCROWNS
have recently established a consulate in Identity (17).

VI, BGFIEND/DYCLEMATIS Relationship in TPCREDO

The relationship between BGFIEED and DYCLEMATIS in TPCREDO is still not entirely
satisfactory.. An element of confusion exists about the handling of material
gathered by the BGFIEND TPCREDO staff for operational and propaganda needs.

Certainly, some of this material is of a straight intelligence nature, and the
BGFIEND field staff has no objection to turning over sadh material to the
DYCLEMATIS shop for processing. On the other hand, the majority of the material

T\CO S
	 is used primarily
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is used primnrily for operational and propaganda activities, and in such
instances BGFIEND feels it has the right to communicate directly without
processing such material through DYCLEMATIS.

Identity (18), DYCLEMATIS Chief in TITREDO, has suggested to c	 ) that a
DYCLEMATIS man be placed in the BGF1END shop with the idea of taking over the
BGHIVES operation. While this might have some benefits, it is not without
complications. To build a sizable staff in TPCREDO for a small editorial
content paper like Identity (19) would probably result in complete destruction
of Identity (19) 1 8 cover value. c	 ) has been instructed to inform
Identity (18) that such a decision should be made by ZRMETAL, in any event,
and not in the field.

VII. BGF1END Activities in BGBIDDY	 July 25, 1952

After the BGBIDDY meeting in March the relationship between BGFIEVD and VALUABLE
in BGBIDDY improved to a great extent. c	 )feels this is due to the fact
that C _	 was reprimanded by his superiors and told he must advise them in
advance of any commitment or policy statement. In order to make sure that 	 -

c	 j does not get out of line, an arrangement has been made byhis superiors
whereby they are kept advised of all activities conducted by the BGBIDDY station
with	 :3 on VALUABLE—BGF1END. Under this arrangement, C	 ) is
given copies of any information prepared by 	 ). for I( _ ) t.s office where
the substance of such material deals with policy matters, commitments, etc.

seems to be no less concerned with VALUABLE activities than formerly.
It is true that he is delegating considerably more responsibility to his subor-
dinates, but his interest in VALUABLE has not lessened. C 	 >feels _	 )

may be acting as a consultant on other IRCROWN activities, but there is no in-
dication that he is leaving the VALUABLE—BGFIEND picture.

(	 >recently completed a study of the KMWAAHOO question and wrote a paper.
on the subject. for WBFISHY. He was somewhat elated when this report came back
from WSFISHY with a note signed by Identity (20) stating: 'What about
spontaneous combustion?"

It is believed that the ZRCROWN policy toward BGCOPSE countries has undergone
a slight revision, and many of the projects which were pigeon holed are now
being brought out and dusted off. This seems to be due to the fact that
FJSTEAL weakened on the Identity (21) and JBHOMER treaties, where considerably
less strength was shown than that anticipated by the ZRCROWNS.

VIII. BGFIEND Activities in JBHOMER

A. Present Status of JBPARSON

The morale of the personnel of the JBPARSON has improved tremendously since
the removal of C ), Many corrective measures have been taken by his
temporary replacement, and more changes will undoubtedly be made when the
permanent Commandant, Christopher P. Jana, reports for duty, presumably
early in August.

,1-
The present strength	
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The present strength of JBPARSON is a little over 200, which is the legal
water mark. It is planned to cut down the number of personnel as soon as
possible.

After the new Commandant has become established in his duties, it is planned
to take the Identity (22) to JBPARSON in order to clarify their relationship
with the company.

There has been some discussion from time to time about the establishment
of Identity (7) 1 s in Identity (23). The feasibility of such a mow is not
known, however, since this would probably be a JBALERT activity and close
liaison has not been maintained with them on the subject by field personnel*

B. Forpation of a Second Identityj7) 

On the basis of unsuccessful attempts made by other organizations to set
up second Identity (7) t s, it is not felt that permission would be granted
to form a second KKWAAHOO Identity (7).

C. Special Training for JBPARSON Personnel

Although there is some dissatisfaction in JBPARSON because the men are not
active in operations, C	 )does not believe it is possible to give them
military training. c	 )warned that only about 50% of the men in
JBPARSON are physically fit, although political leaders would probably
expect to have all the men trained regardless of their fitness.

IX. Plans for Movement of Training to LCFLAKE

A. Island 4tep

Three islands suitable for a training area have been located in Identity
(24). The islands are available on . a lease basis at a low rate of rental.
A proposal that the islands be acquired is being submitted to IRMETAL.

The plan calls for the construction of some semi—permanent buildings and
two dummy radar installations. Two boats would probably be needed. The
anchorage is sufficient for any size vessel and could be used as a base
for a boat to be used in sea infiltrations. There would also be a radio
base. Training instructors would live on the main island, with quarters
for trainees on the two smaller islands. Because of the radar installations,
the LCFLAKE authorities would restrict the entire area.

If the plan is approved and construction can be gotten under way immediately,
it is felt that the installation can be ready for use in March, 1953.

B. Transfe of ,c

L- 	 ) will be transferred to LCDRINK on P.C.S. in the near future.

gl a ?..2.
C. Transfer of ;c

*h(J.,
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C. Transfer of C 

It is felt that, because of the privileges he enjoys in JBHOMER, Edmonds
would not desire a transfer to LCDRINK.

D. WiT Operators in JBHONER

) will look into the situation of three w/T operators in JBHOMER'who,
it is reported, are not receiving much attention. If they aresent to
LCFLAKE, they will live in a safe house with two other 14/T operators.
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Identities for Attachment to 1g2g-cAGwu

Identity (1) Pojani

(2)- Gjinokaster Area

(3)- Korea

(4)- Hysen Terpeza

(5)- Haut Frateri •

(6) - Burhan Juka

(7)- Guard Company

(8)- Gashi

(9)- Dervish!.

(10)- Griffith

- Mahool

(12)- Berat

(13)- Kruja Region

(14)- Major Smith (member of the British Mission to Albania
in WW II)

(I5) Prizren

(16)- Randolph Churchill

(17)- Sarajevo

(19)- Parade Magazine

(20)- Anthony Eden

(21) 7 Japanese

(22)- Military Junta

(23)- Tripoli

(24)- Gulf of Corinth!
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